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   The TCP Abort Timeout Option allows conforming TCP implementations to
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   negotiate individual, per-connection abort timeouts. Lengthening
   abort timeouts allows established TCP connections to survive periods
   of disconnection.

1.  Introduction

   Some hosts are only intermittently connected to the Internet. One
   example is mobile hosts that change network attachment points based
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   on current location, for example using MobileIP [5] or HIP [6]. In
   between connected periods, mobile hosts may experience disconnected
   periods during which no network service is available. When such hosts
   use the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [1], their established
   TCP connections can abort during periods of disconnection.

   The TCP specification [1] includes a "user timeout" that defines the
   maximum amount of time that segments may remain unacknowledged before
   TCP will abort the connection. If a disconnection lasts longer than
   the user timeout, the TCP connection will abort. The TCP
   specification [1] does not constrain the permitted values for user
   timeouts. Many TCP implementations default to user timeout values of
   a few minutes [7].

   Instead of a single user timeout, some TCP implementations offer
   finer-grained mechanisms. For example, Solaris supports different
   timeouts depending on whether a TCP connection is in the SYN-SENT,
   SYN-RECEIVED, or ESTABLISHED state [8]. (The Host Requirements
   document [2] requires the timeout to be at least three minutes for
   the SYN-SENT case.)

   This document specifies a new TCP option - the Abort Timeout Option -
   that allows conforming hosts to negotiate per-connection abort
   timeouts. This allows mobile hosts to maintain TCP connections across
   disconnected periods that are longer than their system's default
   abort timeout.

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED",  "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [3].

2.  Specification

   Figure 1 shows the format of the TCP Abort Timeout Option. In Figure
   1, "X" is a TCP option number to be assigned by IANA upon publication
   of this document (see Section 5.) "Abort Timeout" is the desired
   abort timeout of the connection, specified in seconds.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2119
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                                   +----------+----------+
                                   |  Kind=X  | Length=6 |
             +----------+----------+----------+----------+
             |               Abort Timeout               |
             +----------+----------+----------+----------+

                   Figure 1: TCP Abort Timeout Option

2.1  Operation

   A host wishing to negotiate a specific abort timeout for a connection
   MAY include the TCP Abort Timeout Option in any segment with a SYN
   flag, i.e., either the initial SYN or the SYN-ACK. It MUST NOT
   include an Abort Timeout Option in any other segment.

   The timeout value included in the option specifies the proposed abort
   timeout for the connection. Connections use abort timeouts negotiated
   with Abort Timeout Options during the ESTABLISHED state only. When
   connections are in other states, normal timeouts are used [1][2].

   A host proposing an abort timeout to its peer MUST be prepared to
   accept a shorter timeout value than proposed after the negotiation.
   See Section 2.2 for a discussion of valid timeout values.

   Upon receipt of a segment with the Abort Timeout Option, the
   receiving host decides whether to accept, shorten, or reject its
   peer's proposed abort timeout. Section 2.3 discusses the specifics of
   this decision.

   When a receiving host accepts or shortens the offered abort timeout,
   it MUST include an Abort Timeout Option with the corresponding
   timeout value in the next segment it sends.  This will either be the
   SYN-ACK, if it received the peer's Timeout Abort Option in the SYN
   segment, or the first ACK if it received the option in the SYN-ACK
   segment.

   This specification allows both the initiator of a TCP connection
   (i.e., the node sending the SYN) as well as the responder of a TCP
   connection (i.e., the node receiving the SYN) to initiate an abort



   timeout negotiation during the connection's three-way handshake.
   Figure 2 illustrates the two allowed exchanges.
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   Initiator         Responder             Initiator         Responder
       |                 |                     |                 |
       |     SYN+ATO     |                     |       SYN       |
       |---------------->|                     |---------------->|
       |                 |                     |                 |
       |   SYN/ACK+ATO   |                     |   SYN/ACK+ATO   |
       |<----------------|                     |<----------------|
       |                 |                     |                 |
       |       ACK       |                     |     ACK+ATO     |
       |---------------->|                     |---------------->|
       |                 |                     |                 |
       V                 V                     V                 V

       Figure 2: Allowed TCP Abort Timeout Option (ATO) Exchanges

   If the receiving host accepts the peer's offered abort timeout, it
   MUST echo the offered timeout value in the Abort Timeout Option it
   sends. If it shortens the timeout, it MUST send an Abort Timeout
   Option with a timeout value that is correspondingly less than the
   offered one. In both cases, it MUST then use the selected abort
   timeout value for the connection.

   If the receiving host decides to reject its peer's offered abort
   timeout, it MUST NOT include an Abort Timeout Option in the next
   segment it sends. It MUST then also use its default timeout value for
   the connection.

   Whether it accepts, shortens or rejects the peer's offer, the
   receiving host MUST NOT include an Abort Timeout Option in any other
   segment.

   The host that initially proposed the Abort Timeout Option analyzes
   the next segment it receives from its peer. If the next reply segment
   does not contain an Abort Timeout Option, the connection MUST use the
   default abort timeout. If it does, the connection MUST use the abort
   timeout contained inside the Abort Timeout Option. This can be a
   different abort timeout than initially proposed, if the peer decided
   to shorten it.

   A TCP implementation that does not support the TCP Abort Timeout
   Option SHOULD silently ignore it [2]. This causes the connection to
   use the default abort timeout, thus ensuring interoperability. For



   the same reason, TCP implementations that support the TCP Abort
   Timeout Option SHOULD ignore it when they receive the option in a
   segment other than a SYN or first ACK. Future extensions to this
   document may modify the latter rule (see Section 3.)
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2.2  Length of the Abort Timeout

   The TCP specification [1] does not define a range for permitted abort
   timeouts. Similarly, this document does not restrict the range of
   timeout values used with the TCP Abort Timeout Option. The 32-bit
   value in the option can express abort timeouts from zero seconds to
   over 136 years.

   Very short timeout values can affect TCP retransmissions over
   high-delay paths. Many TCP implementations default to abort timeout
   values of a few minutes [7]. Although the TCP Abort Timeout Option
   allows negotiation of shorter timeouts, applications requesting such
   short timeouts should consider these effects.

   Long abort timeout values allow hosts to tolerate extended periods of
   disconnection. However, they also require hosts to maintain the TCP
   state associated with connections for long periods of time. Section 4
   discusses the security implications of long timeout values.

2.3  Accepting, Shortening or Rejecting an Abort Timeout Option

   As described in Section 2, when a host receives a TCP Abort Timeout
   Option from its peer, it may accept, shorten, or reject the offer. To
   accept the offer, the host echoes the proposed value back to its peer
   by including a TCP Abort Timeout Option in its next segment. To
   shorten the offer, it lowers the timeout value accordingly before
   sending. To reject the offer, it does not include such an option in
   its next segment.

   The decision of whether to accept, shorten, or reject an offered
   timeout is a local policy decision. This document does not further
   discuss this decision, other than discussing relevant security
   considerations in Section 4.

3.  Future Extensions and Open Questions

   This section discusses possible future extensions or modifications of
   the TCP Abort Timeout Option described in this document. Community
   input on these items is highly appreciated.



3.1  Timeout Negotiation for Established Connections

   The processing of the Abort Timeout Option defined in Section 2
   requires timeout negotiation to occur during a connection's three-way
   handshake. Although this simplifies the protocol, it eliminates the
   possibility of negotiating new timeouts after connection
   establishment.
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   Negotiation of timeouts for established connections may be useful.
   Connections could default to starting with shorter timeouts and only
   negotiate longer timeouts when disconnection was imminent. This may
   reduce the amount of state held during times of disconnection. A
   future revision of this document may specify means for negotiating
   timeouts for established connections.

3.2  Abort Timeout Option Granularity and Length

   Currently, the Abort Timeout Option specifies abort timeouts as
   32-bit values with a granularity of seconds (Section 2.)
   Consequently, the current option format can express aborts timeouts
   from zero seconds to over 136 years.

   It may be useful to permit finer-grained timeouts, e.g., milliseconds
   instead of seconds. Likewise, it may be useful to lengthen or shorten
   the timeout field in the option to permit longer timeouts or reduce
   the required header space. For example, a 16-bit timeout value with a
   granularity of seconds allows timeout values up to 18.2 hours,
   whereas a 32-bit timestamp with millisecond granularity allows
   timeout values up to 49.7 days.

3.3  Upper and Lower Bounds on Abort Timeouts

   With the current Abort Timeout Option, initiators can propose abort
   timeouts and recipients may reduce the offered timeout values. This
   scheme grants recipients some level of control over abort timeouts
   for their connections. When initiators propose very long timeouts,
   recipients may reduce the timeout offer to an acceptable length that
   may still be longer than the default. In a sense, timeouts offered by
   initiators are upper bounds on the actual timeouts used for
   established connections.

   The current Abort Timeout negotiation does not permit initiators to
   specify a corresponding lower bound. Recipients may arbitrarily
   shorten timeout offers, potentially resulting in much shorter
   timeouts than initiators desired. A straightforward extension of the
   current TCP Timeout Option would offer both upper and lower bounds
   for user timeouts. Recipients of the extended offer would then choose
   a specific timeout within the offered bounds.



4.  Security Considerations

   Lengthening abort timeouts has obvious security implications.
   Flooding attacks cause denial of service by forcing servers to commit
   resources for maintaining the state of throw-away connections. TCP
   implementations do not become more vulnerable to simple SYN flooding
   by implementing the Abort Timeout Option, because abort timeouts
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   negotiated during the handshake only affect the ESTABLISHED state,
   which simple SYN floods never reach.

   However, when an attacker completes the three-way handshakes of its
   throw-away connections it can amplify the effects of resource
   exhaustion attacks, because the attacked server must maintain the
   connection state associated with the throw-away connections for
   longer durations. Because connection state is kept longer,
   lower-frequency attack traffic, which may be more difficult to
   detect, can already cause resource exhaustion.

   Several approaches can help mitigate this issue. First,
   implementations can require prior peer authentication, e.g., using
   IPsec [9], before accepting long abort timeouts for the peer's
   connections. Although this is arguably the most complete solution, it
   depends on external mechanisms to establish trust.

   A second alternative that does not depend on external mechanisms
   would introduce a per-peer limit on the number of connections that
   may use increased abort timeouts. Several variants of this approach
   are possible, such as fixed limits or shortening accepted abort
   timeouts with a rising number of connections. Although this
   alternative does not eliminate resource exhaustion attacks from a
   single peer, it can limit their effects.

   Per-peer limits cannot protect against distributed denial of service
   attacks, where multiple clients coordinate a resource exhaustion
   attack that uses long abort timeouts. To protect against such
   attacks, TCP implementations could reduce the length of accepted
   abort timeouts with increasing resource utilization.

   TCP implementations under attack may be forced to shed load by
   resetting established connections. Some load-shedding heuristics,
   such as resetting connections with long idle times first, can
   negatively affect service for intermittently connected, trusted peers
   that have negotiated long abort timeouts. On the other hand,
   resetting connections to untrusted peers that use long abort timeouts
   may be effective. In general, using the peers' level of trust as a
   parameter during the load-shedding decision process may be useful.

5.  IANA Considerations



   This section is to be interpreted according to [4].

   This document does not define any new namespaces. It uses an 8-bit
   TCP option number maintained by IANA in http://www.iana.org/

assignments/tcp-parameters.
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   IANA is requested to assign a TCP option number upon publication of
   this document.
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